
 

  

 

MINUTES 

EEBA Expert Panel market research – meeting (virtual) 15 September 2022  

Participants EEBA office:    

• Anna Lena Grytz 
• Lene Traxel 

Participants Members:    

• Stefan Schwanbeck (USG United Sportproducts Germany GmbH) 
• Claire Williams (British Equestrian Trade Association) 
• Fabio Colombo (D.P.I. Safety s.r.l.) 
• Lauran Schreiber (EquisFair) 
• Monique van Dooren-Westerdaal (EKKIA SAS) 
• Vincent Burnel (EKKIA SAS) 
• Kerstin Schmidt (Vertretung Uelzener Versicherungen a.G.) 
• (Maike Rakebrandt (Leiber GmbH)) 

Participants Guest: 

• Ralf Stüber (Guardian Horse GmbH & Co. KG) 

Summary: 

- The Expert Panel Group will be divided into 3 different sub-groups in the future: Quality criteria 
(with sub groups for different products), Data collection and Communication / Education. 
Additional topics to be added at a later stage (also depending on which new members to join). 

- Quality criteria:  
o Vests / Airbags and helmets are quite well regulated (new standards under 

construction) but there are no standards for other riding equipment.  
o First focus of the EP will be set on Stirrups 
o Further exchange needed about the communication and education of existing standards 

- Data collection:  
o Every data collection system has a slightly different focus (circumstances & triggers of 

accidents, consequences (economic damage, injuries, long term effect), equipment 
used…) and for the best possible outcome of our tool, all aspects should be considered. 
This will be challenging considering technical and logistic aspects as well as later 
distribution). 

o Where, when and by whom should the tool be used? 

Next steps: 

Ø Stirrup specialists to share available information about the current status quo of research / 
development / studies about this with the office.  

Ø Fabio Colombo to provide contacts of notified bodies in Germany and Italy 
Ø Find technical engineers to become involved in the EP 
Ø Call a meeting specifically or the stirrup topic 



 

  

 

Ø Office draft a first survey for data collection 
Ø Find additional experts and supporters for this EP 
Ø Next meeting in 6 weeks, after sending around the first draft via mail 

 

In Detail: 

Anna Lena Grytz introducing the agenda and, for introduction, some facts of two different studies 
(accidents in sports in general and medical aspects of equestrian accidents, both available in the EEBA 
intranet). To be highlighted: according to the medical study 38% of injuries could have been avoided 
by using (better) protective equipment and improving preventive measures and education in general. 
Reasons enough for supporting this Expert Panel. In the following, she presents the future 
organisational structure of the EP. 

Ø Link accidents in sports: https://eeb-a.eu/wp-content/uploads/2022/09/Fact-Sheet_PK-Studie-
zu-Kinderunfaellen-in-Deutschland.pdf 

Ø Link medical aspects of equestrian accidents: https://eeb-a.eu/wp-
content/uploads/2022/09/ediss1515-1.pdf 
 

Everyone agrees with the proposal for the future structure. 

Stefan Schwanbeck proposes to include stable and transport as another topic in the future. 

Maike Rakebrandt ask if the recent meeting is just focusing on equipment aspects or if nutrition and 
doping will also be taken into consideration. As Anna Lena Grytz explains that the focus is currently on 
equipment, but in future nutrition and doping will also play a role, Maike Rakebrandt is leaving the 
meeting as it is not her focus.  

Anna Lena Grytz recaps the goals of this expert panel and the activities so far. She asks for suggestions 
which experts should also be addressed. 

Ralf Stüber, Lauran Schreiber and Kerstin Schmidt suggest including further associations, like VFD 
(German Association of Leisure Riders), the Belgian Equestrian Federation, Ekkart Meiners and Nicole 
Sollorz. 

STANDARDS 

Anna Lena Grytz explains the Status Quo of the EU Norms for airbags / vests. 

Claire Williams explains why the EU working group 11 (Claire Williams, Fabio Colombo and Stefan 
Schwanbeck are members) is developing new norms for airbags.  

“The norm 13158 for body protectors should be split into three parts:  foam body protectors as a 
standard, air vests and third a hybrid of both. We are now on the final draft and in two weeks it starts 
(only in the back).” 

Stefan Schwanbeck adds that the problem is often that the products are first on the market and only 
then are the standards developed. Now these have to be officially validated and recognised as personal 
protective equipment for equestrian sports.  



 

  

 

Anna Lena Grytz provides a short overview about the EU norms für helmets. 

Claire Williams points out that the “TC 158/ WG 5 is not going to be act in the next months. It hasn’t got 
to the health consulting yet. We have a final draft, which goes to the health consulter, then goes back to 
the working group. So I think it would be probably next year until it will be applied”. The main difference 
to the previous regulation: a higher safety level.  (Information in the appendix) 

Anna Lena Grytz summarizes that these two product categories are quite well regulated, but there are 
standards missing for other equipment. Even though the safety discussion has a high priority and there 
are a lot of safety stirrup products in the market, general standards are missing. EEBA lately has been 
joined by two new members, who are experts in this field and would like to enhance the development 
of the criteria. As it happened to be quite difficult to find publicly available information about the 
current status quo of research / development / studies about this, she calls everybody to share any kind 
of available information about the topic with the office.  

Fabio Colombo will be able to provide contacts notified bodies in Germany and Italy and highlight that it 
will be essential to find reliable and effective ways for testing these products. He will make an 
introduction to someone he personally knows and discuss with EEBA office how to make him to join.  

Anna Lena Grytz calls on the manufacturers of these products to share publicly available information on 
the subject with her. An individual exchange about the usual processes in the context of product 
development would also be helpful for a better general understanding. 

Claire Williams explains that BETA did a survey last year about their attitudes towards safety stirrups 
because they worried that people didn't really understand what safety stirrups are. The outcome was, 
that most people don´t have a clue. As some manufacturers don´t describe their products as safety 
stirrups, even though the products could be considered as such, and at the same time some retailers 
and consumers consider products safe which are not testified, it´s very important to be very clear about 
products names and categories we are talking about.  

Anna Lena Grytz adds that it has to be decided, whether the EP will look at all stirrups in general or only 
the ones specified to be “safety stirrups”. Stefan Schwanbeck suggests involving some technical 
engineers to the EP – besides of course the members EEBA has from this sector - to make sure that one 
goes into the right direction for testing these products. Claire Williams and Stefan Schwanbeck agree 
that it's really complicated. For example, BETA has been looking at this for two years and has never 
really found a way of defining, test or to develop something because all the stirrups work in different 
ways.  

Claire Williams: “That's precisely why I did the research amongst the consumers. Because we all thought 
there was confusion and then we did the survey and there was confusion. But it also has an impact on 
whether they are willing to buy stirrups and say one of the barriers to purchasing safety stirrups is not 
being certain what they're buying.” (Research in the appendix) 

Anna Lena Grytz summarizes the topic and suggests going into details in a separate meeting dedicated 
only to the stirrup topic. Finally, she highlights the importance of a good communication about safety in 
general to lend consumers a hand with their purchaising decisions and make all the different standards 
easier to understand and accessible.  



 

  

 

DATACOLLECTION 

Anna Lena Grytz presenting the outcomes of the research done by the office. It did focus on getting an 
idea of the status quo of data collection already done and presents three different activities: data from 
the Uelzener insurance, a medical study and BETA´s tool.  

Claire Williams explains the promotion and distribution of their safety card (with QR code). It was 
handed to all riding club members, about 5000 riders at riding club championships, 3000 Pony Club 
members got them at the Pony Club championships. Figures from Eventing must be checked. But of 
course, it will only be used when injuries happened. As there is interest from abroad, BETA is 
considering adding more languages like French and Italian to the tool.  

There is no cooperation with employers’ liability insurances as the system works different in the UK. 
Also, there is no cooperation with hospitals as they have their own reporting forms which are 
confidential, and the data collected is not what BETA needed.  

Anna Lena Grytz adds, that BETA´s focus, in comparison to the other systems, is – of course - very much 
on the equipment aspects.  She presents a medical dissertation. It´s basically about the circumstances 
under which accidents did occur and which injuries were the consequence from that. It´s very detailed 
as the basis for this analysis were the official medical reporting forms. Afterwards she presents the 
insurance evaluation of the Uelzener, which has a focus on general damages and their circumstances.  

“So the overall conclusion is, that everybody has a slightly different focus. BETA is focused on the 
equipment details, which are necessary for the feedback to the manufacturers. The insurance has the 
focus on the circumstances of the accidents and of course the damages from an economic point of view. 
The medical focus is on the consequences of accidents and details of injuries. From my point of view, a 
future reporting tool should take a selection of all aspects into account to make the outcome usable for 
a wide target group (product development, education, training, prevention...). I think that will be a huge 
project and a huge challenge for getting this solved from a technical point of view. But the outcome of 
such a holistic tool could have a real major impact on improving safety in horse sports. Philine Ganders-
Meyer from the German Equestrian Federation had been thinking about developing a tool as well (with 
focus on prevention and training) and there are a lot of individual initiatives going on. But they mostly 
have a lack in getting all the information connected amongst each other and contribute it to the big 
picture. From my point of view, if we do this, we should think it big!” 

The group agrees that it will be challenging to get it all into one tool, also from a technical point of view, 
but would deliver the best outcome. The EP needs to become clear about who should use it under which 
circumstances and which kind of information the different supporters of the tool want to gain from it. 
Also, it must be easy to use (maybe also only filling in parts of the questions), to gain a high attendance. 
Considering the fact, that 90 % of the accidents happen in the leisure/amateur sector, it will be essential 
to find good ways of reaching out to the mass and to get them involved.   

Anna Lena Grytz suggests the office making a draft of the rough structure including who should fill it in, 
of the different target groups and the information requested. This can be used as a starting point for the 
next meeting of the Data-group (to be determined). Only afterwards it will be possible to figure out, 
whether the BETA tool can be extended and to discuss the matter with IT experts.  

Everyone agrees that we should start with the draft. 



 

  

 

Next meeting in about 6 weeks, after sending around the first draft. 
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SAFETY STIRRUPS
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Q. Thinking about other areas related to riding safety, do you 
tend to use safety stirrups? 

Base: All (n=952)

Using safety stirrups
What proportion of riders use safety stirrups

24%

17%

12%

1%

51%

Not entirely sure which are safe

Too expensive

Don’t know how they work so wouldn’t 
know what to choose

The riding stables I use doesn’t have 
them on their saddles

Never heard of them

Other reasons

Reasons for not using safety stirrups?
Q. Why don’t you use safety stirrups? 

Base: non users (n=575)

Using safety stirrups
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Other reasons for not using safety stirrups

24%

17%

12%
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51%

Not entirely sure which are safe

Too expensive

Don’t know how they work so wouldn’t 
know what to choose

The riding stables I use doesn’t have 
them on their saddles

Never heard of them

Other reasons

Reasons for not using safety stirrups?

Q. Why don’t you use safety stirrups? 

Base: non users (n=575)

“Don't believe any stirrups are 100% safe, accidents 
happen with all styles”

“Have never thought of using them”

“I've just never changed my stirrups -
more apathy than any reason against 
safety stirrups” “Use quick release buckles attached to 

stirrups”

“Quite happy with standard stirrups”

“Don’t like the way they look. Think the balance would be affected”

“I have only seen them in very small sizes - for very young children”

“I have the peacock style stirrups”

“My instructor at that time didn't rate them”

“Not seen enough non-biased evidence to 
support how effective they are” “Just don’t want to”
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Hat Standards
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CEN TC 158/ WG 5 Helmets for Riders

EN1384
• Revision completed to Pr EN1384:2022
• Main changes

• Addition of a Hazard anvil testing to 200g
• Raising the performance criteria of mechanical strength to 800g
• Increasing requirement of penetration, 625mm drop height  

• A revision will be expected when the new test method for rotational impacts has bene completed by WG11.

Snell 
• E-2021 version available with little difference to E-2016

ASTM F1163
- Currently in revision with little great difference between 2004a and 2015 but considerations ongoing on the 

type of change to be made for the next version. 

PAS 015 2011- Currently under review. 


